Release notes- November 2019
Dear Customer,
This month we have some great news: We’ve simplified and improved a few important features around
User Passwords and Credentials Recovery. Trust Room Managers now have an automated Emergency
Code process, and Users have a better self-help interface to do their own Username, Password, and Trust
Room Name recovery.

For Trust Room Managers:

New Password Strength Policies
You can now define not only the minimum length and the required strength (*) of the passwords used
inside your Trust Room(s) by users, but you can also define some additional granularity to those rules, in
order to make them more secure.
You can find these Trust Room policy editing settings under: Administration > Settings > Edit
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(*) One note about the strength of passwords.
Until recently, we measured strength in term of its
complexity: i.e. In order to be strong, a password
had to contain a combination of lower- and
uppercase characters, digits and symbols. This often
led to passwords which were difficult for the user to
remember but actually easy for a computer to crack,
as illustrated in the comic to the right:
For this reason, we have chosen to change these
metrics and measure the complexity of passwords
based on their “entropy” (for more information, you
can read the Wikipedia “password strength”
article).
In order to protect your account, We suggest that
you always use a minimum of 2-factor authentication
(One-time password or SMS TAN code) and use a password manager for managing and generating your
passwords.
Please note that this change and these new rules only affect new passwords. You won’t be forced to
change your existing password, unless your Managers increase the required password strength.

Simplified Emergency Code Generation (with lost credentials key)
Long ago we introduced the “lost credentials key” feature, which allowed an automatic generation of new
passwords, should your Trust Room users ask to recover them with the “Lost credentials” form.
This optional feature was originally designed for those Trust Room environments, with users working
around the clock -- where the Trust Room Managers cannot provide immediate support in case of required
credentials recovery.
We have made this process much more user friendly, and have added a flag at the generation of the
Emergency Code, so that you can save directly it as “Lost credentials key” without having to copy and
paste it manually:
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For Trust Room Users/Clients

Lost credentials: Simplified User Login Name, Password and Trust Room Name recovery
We know that everyone can forget their Usernames, Password. Sometimes, you may not only forget your
password but also the name of your Trust Room Community.
For this reason, we have improved the “Lost credentials” process, and given it a more intuitive
interface:

Based on the credential forgotten, the form will auto populate based on your recovery needs.

One last thing: refreshed look and feel to email notifications
During this season, in many parts of the world, our customers are seeing the wonderful changing of colors
in the leaves on the trees. We thought it would also be nice if our email notifications would be a bit
brighter with YOUR colors. Email Notification colors will match the color theme chosen inside your Trust
Room. We have also made a few slight design changes to help recipients navigate a bit better:
Before
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Finally, we would like to repeat that your feedback is always very important for us.
Please let us know if you have any new product/service requirements or usability improvements or
perhaps key integration needs where our platform may better support your work. We will do our best to
prioritize and roadmap them for you. Thanks for your continued valuable input.
Enjoy secure collaboration on our platform.
Best regards,

AGORA SecureWare
info@agora-secureware.ch

October 31th, 2019
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